
RECIPE  
INSPIRATION.

RECIPE FOR
CARE.

PATTERN NOTES.

This yarn is designed to have a low pilling* quotient however, its tough to 
avoid forever. Pilling occurs as a natural result of friction. A careful snip with 
scissors will restore your item to its original glory. If required, gently hand 
wash in cold water then lay flat in the shade to dry.

Handle with care and try not to bring into contact with sharp objects.

*Pilling does not constitute a defect
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tote bag pattern.

approximately 40cm x 50cm
(size will depend on how tight or loose you crochet)

ingredients.

abbreviations.

CH – Chain
SC – Single Crochet

SK – Skip
SS – Slip stitch

2 x 1ply  bumps 1 x 28mm crochet hook 1 stitch marker

recipe.

recipe created by. 
The lovely Tina Rubie 

Follow Tina       theforeverfarmhouse

This tote is made in one piece.  You will start with a chain row and make rounds 
of SC around the chain row.  eg:

foundation row: CH 11 
(This is the bottom middle ‘seam’ of the tote bag).

round 1:  Lay the chain row horizontally on your lap with the back of the chain 
stitches facing up. Starting in the second chain from the hook,  SC once in the 
top half of the ‘V’ part of each chain stitch (across the top edge) of your chain row 
(10 SC). 

Turn your work clockwise and continue with SC in the top half of the ‘V’ of each 
chain stitch along the other long edge of your chain row, until you reach your 
first SC (you will have 20 SC in total). This forms the round.  Place your stitch 
marker here so you know where your rounds will start and end.

rounds 2 – 8:  Continue SC through both top loops  of each SC in previous row, in 
rounds. Move your stitch marker at the end of each round.

round 9:  (Final Round - including handles): SC 3,  Chain 4 , SK 4,  SC 6, Chain 4, SK 
4,  Chain 3.  Finish by making a SS into top of next SC.  Tie off and weave in ends.
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